
  

 

 

  

 
 
 
 
For Immediate Release 
 
Philadelphia, PA, September 26, 2015.   

CHRISTINI All Wheel Drive Motorcycles receive CARB approval for their All Wheel Drive 450 
Dual Sport and launch consumer financing program 

Christini Technologies, Inc. is pleased to announce the CARB certification of their All Wheel Drive Dual Sport 
motorcycle, which was previously available in 49 states, and is now available for delivery to customers in 
California. Three variations of the CHRISTINI AWD 450 Dual Sport are available for purchase: the CHRISTINI 
AWD 450 DS, CHRISTINI AWD 450 SM, and the CHRISTINI AWD 450 Explorer. All three machines are built on 
the 450 Dual Sport model using the CHRISTINI EFI system and quiet catalyst exhaust to meet the CARB 
emissions standards. 

The CHRISTINI AWD models are priced and configured to compete in the market head-to-head with 
motorcycles offered by the major OEMs. The 450 Dual Sport model has an affordable starting price of $8995. 
Each unit is final assembled in the Christini Technologies, Inc. Philadelphia facility with frames and AWD drive 
system components designed by CHRISTINI and supplied by established industry manufacturers. 

CHRISTINI now offers great consumer financing rates through Freedom Road financial. This program makes the 
already affordable 450 DS and other AWD models an even easier purchasing process for riders who want the 
traction and control of an AWD motorcycle. 

Steve Christini, founder, president and the inventor of the AWD technology, commented, “We have been working 
for several years to refine our fuel injection system to provide off road riding performance while meeting the 
emissions standards necessary to receive CARB approval. Our All Wheel Drive motorcycles are sold to riders in 
more than 35 countries, to the US military, US Border Patrol, and foreign security groups. With CARB 
certification, we expect the 50 state street legal CHRISTINI AWD model to dramatically increase the US market 
and further expand our international reach once we obtain European homologation." 

CHRISTINI AWD has been a pioneer in the design and development of AWD for motorcycles producing a 
product with an established history of commercial and racing success. CHRISTINI’s patented AWD motorcycle 
technology features a durable rigid series of shafts and gears to power the front wheel. The proprietary AWD 
system is entirely enclosed within the frame and head tube of the motorcycle and is extremely efficient, resulting 
in less than 1% power loss while adding less than 15 lbs total weight to the motorcycle. Traction and safety in 
wet and treacherous terrain both on and off road are dramatically improved by AWD, enabling a broad range of 
riders to achieve performance levels far superior to a normal rear wheel drive motorcycle. 

Individuals interested in purchasing a CHRISTINI AWD Motorcycle should contact the company at 215-351-9895 
or visit the CHRISTINI AWD website at http://www.christini.com.   

Follow us at :  http://www.facebook.com/christiniawd/  and http://www.instagram.com/christiniawd/. 

Contact:   
Christini Technologies, Inc.  
611 N. 2nd Street 
Philadelphia, PA 19123 

steve@christini.com 

phone: 215-351-9895 

fax: 215-351-9896 
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